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QUESTION 1

When looking at a workflow instance, what does the green border around a task mean? 

A. The task was skipped. 

B. The task is a critical task. 

C. The task is currently executing. 

D. The task completed successfully. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true about deleting objects from an object migration import package? 

A. Objects cannot be deleted from an import package. 

B. Objects should be deleted after applying the import package. 

C. Only validated objects can be deleted from an import package. 

D. Objects should be deleted before applying the import package. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer adds a new state transition to a business object and now would like it add it to an existing form. What must
be done? 

A. Click Find in the form to import existing state transitions. 

B. Nothing, state transitions are automatically imported into a form. 

C. Select Default Display in the state transition properties in Data Modeler. 

D. Select Secondary Action in the state transition properties in Data Modeler. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

When looking at a workflow instance there is a switch that is inside the body of an iterator that shows that both sides of
the switch were executed. Why? 

A. Each side alternately executes in switch tasks. 
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B. Each side was executed during separate iterations. 

C. Each side was executed because the switch criteria was left blank. 

D. Each side is shown only when the last two iterations resulted in both sides executing. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is always true about the columns tab of a query? 

A. The developer can set field filters against individual fields. 

B. The Editable check box is available for each selected field. 

C. The Business Object (BO) section will only show BOs if there are associated BOs set for the query. 

D. The columns section will display fields by name and label for the selected BO. grouped by BO section. 

Correct Answer: D 
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